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SECURITY INFORMATION AND EVENT 
MANAGEMENT as a SERVICE (SIEMaaS)

SERVICE OVERVIEW
Legato Security's SIEM-as-a-Service is delivered through a combination of industry leading SIEM 

tools, security analysts, and threat hunters working around the clock.  By implementing a SIEM-as-a-

Service security solution, customers benefit from a cost effective and scalable SIEM solution that 

leverages the knowledge and expertise of our U.S.-based SOC and helps reduce overhead 

maintenance costs and institutional security risks.
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www.legatosecurity.com

SERVICE CAPABILITIES

BUSINESS OUTCOMES

ONBOARDING

Legato Security staff work

closely with customers' IT

staff to understand current

tools and security ecosystem,

then deliver a customized

deployment with dedicated

and hands-on staff.

DEPLOYMENT

Once the appropriate access,

controls, and policies are in

place, Legato Security will

deploy your security

platform.

OPERATIONS

Legato Security's team of

security experts begin

monitoring and managing the

customer's environment the

minute deployment is

completed.

REPORTING

Regular reporting on events,

remediation, and analytics

help customer organizations

meet compliance and

regulatory requirements.

CUSTOMIZED

Legato Security's engineers tune 

SIEM rules, correlations, and alerts 

to minimize false-positives.

INCREASED OPERATIONAL 

EFFICIENCY

Automate routine tasks like log 

management, threat detection, 

and response to ensure smooth 

daily operations.

SUPPORT EXISTING 

RESOURCES Legato Security's 

SIEMaaS frees up customers' IT and 

security teams for business-critical 

tasks.

STREAMLINE DAY-TO-DAY

Legato Security SIEMaaS reduces 

maintenance needs for customers, 

as much of this work is handled by 

Legato Security.

CLASS-LEADING TECH

Leveraging state-of-the-art tools 

keeps clients' security at the 

cutting-edge.

MANAGED SECURITY 24/7/365

Legato Security's U.S.-based security 

staff provides security every minute of 

every day.

ACTIONABLE REPORTING

Threat intelligence delivers a 

deeper understanding of 

customers' systems and events.

CLOUD-BASED & SCALABLE

Legato Security's protection scales 

with the growth of customer 

organizations. 

https://twitter.com/SecurityLegato
https://www.linkedin.com/company/legato-security
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WHY LEGATO Security SIEMaaS?

Full Service SOC

Legato Security's SOC operates 24x7, ensuring that our customers are protected from 

cyber attacks every minute of every day.  Designed to augment and support a customer's 

existing security team, the Legato Security SOC will:

Detect, triage, and correlate every alert◦

Prioritize threats for remediation, saving customers time and money◦

Respond and remediate threats on behalf of the customer ◦

Leading Tools and Processes

Legato Security's vendor agnostic approach means that our SOC will manage and optimize a 

customer's existing  set of security tools, eliminating the need to rip and replace their original 

investment.  

Immediate ROI by leveraging existing tools and pairing them with a team of security 

experts to streamline operations

◦

Flexible architecture and system integrations◦

The ability to select best-of-breed technologies to compliment your existing security 

solutions

◦

We Scale With your Organization 

Legato Security's open security platform allows us to build and scale a security solution that 

fits your business now, and in the future.  

With services that range from strategic and advisory services through fully managed 

network security, Legato Security has a service for any size organization

◦

Select the appropriate tools and solutions for your organization's current needs◦

As your organization matures, Legato Security will be with you every step of the way by 

creating a tailor-made security plan that scales with your needs

◦

THE VALUE OF
SIEMAAS

ALWAYS-ON
24/7/365 monitoring means

customers' coverage isn't

limited to business hours.

ACTIVE
REMEDIATION

Legato Security actively

mitigates, isolates, and

eliminates threats as they

occur.

SAVINGS
Working with Legato Security

means lower overhead and no

need to recruit, train, and retain

security staff.

SECURITY
We employ a 100% US-based

security staff, who use the most

sophisticated monitoring tools

available to keep customer

network and data assets safe.

"Leveraging Legato Security's SIEMaaS has helped us identify and 
respond to threats faster than ever before."

- Security Architect, Manufacturing

https://twitter.com/SecurityLegato
https://www.linkedin.com/company/legato-security

